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Abstract 
Duquenne, V., The core of finite lattices, Discrete Mathematics 88 (1991) 133-147. 
The meet-core of a finite lattice L is its minimal-in fact minimum -partial meet- 
subsemilattice of which the filter lattice is isomorphic to L. This gives a representation theory 
for finite lattices, in particular which extends Birkhoffs correspondence between ordered sets 
and distributive lattices, and is linked with Wille’s notion of scaffolding. The meet-cores (and 
dually the join-cores) of modular, geometric and join-meet-distributive lattices are charac- 
terized locally by some obligatory sublattices or by some construction procedures otherwise. 
Motivated by the study of Experimental Designs which are based on sublattices 
of permuting partitions, but also by the analysis of dependencies between attributes 
in Formal Concept Analysis, the notion of meet-core has been introduced [8] for 
dealing with the following question: 
What minimal amount of information must be added to the ordered set M(L) 
of meet-irreducible elements of a finite lattice L, to be in a position for 
reconstructing it? 
For L distributive, the answer is given by the celebrated Birkhoff Theorem 
(1940) exhibiting then L as isomorphic to the (order) filter lattice F(M(L)) [3, p. 
581: nothing is required. For other lattices, the core gives a unified answer which 
may be viewed as a minimal semilattice presentation of (finite) lattices. A first 
step had been accomplished by Wille [16] with the notion of scaffolding, which 
has proved to be useful for dealing with modular subdirectly reducible lattices. On 
the other hand, some semilattice presentations of modular lattices are available 
[2, 10, 121. This paper is mainly devoted to continuing these directions by 
addressing the following questions: 
What is specific to modular, geometric, . . . , join/meet-distributive lattice 
cores? Are the core elements locally characterized? 
Satisfactory answers would stimulate further applied developments. 
Notations are standard: all lattices to be considered are finite and have 0 and 1 
elements; for a lattice L, the set of meet- and join-irreducible elements are 
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denoted by M(L) and J(L); the cover relation is denoted by + ; for m E M(L), 
m* is the unique upper cover of m; dually j* + j is the unique lower cover of 
jeJ(L). Forx<yinL, [x,y]:= {zeL\x~z~y}, [x):=[~,l]and(x]:=[O,x]. 
For X G L, min X (max X) are the minimal (maximal) elements of X, Xi := 
l_&(x], and dually Xt:=U,..x[~). 0 d r er, lattice, partial semilattice filters 
(ideals) will be considered: their types are made clear by the context. For 
unexplained notions, see [3, 51. 
1. The core of arbitrary lattices 
Let L be a finite lattice; an element x E L\M(L) is said to be meet-essential in 
L whenever the following condition is fulfilled 
(ME): there exists some proper order filter X of [x) \ {x} for which /\ X = x 
and such that for any YE X, either /\ Y = x or A Y E X holds. 
Hence, X U {x} is a sublattice of L. Moreover, for all y in L, notice that there 
exists a minimum element in X which is greater than y, namely yx := 
A {z E X 1 z s y}, since the existence of two distinct minimal elements greater 
than y in X, say yl, y2~min(X fl [y)) would imply x<y vx~yl~y2 in 
contradiction with condition (ME). 
In particular, y E max(L\X) implies y E M(L) and y -C yx = y * indeed (see 
Fig. 1, in which the elements of X are darkened and the cover relationships are 
indicated by double-lines). 
In the sequel, it will sometimes be practical to say in short that a triple (x, X, u) 
is meet-essential, when (x, X) satisfy condition (ME) and a t x with a E [x) \X, 
for most of the proofs consist in playing with the set min X and such a cover a. 
The set of meet-essential elements of L will be denoted by EA (L), and the 
meet-core of L is the set KA (L) := M(L) U EA (L). Before stating some 
properties of the meet-core, recall that any subset P s L can be considered as a 
1 1 
X 
Cx)\X 
Y X 
Fig. 1. x meet-essential. 
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partial meet-subsemiluttice of L, also denoted by P here, which is obtained by 
restricting the meet operation to P (see [15]). Now a (partial semilattice) filter of 
P is any (order) filter which is meet-closed for the partial meet operation: namely, 
F G P is a (p.s.) filter iff F = FT and for any Y c F, if A YE P then A YE F, 
where the meet is taken in L. 
The intersection of any family of such filters is itself a filter, so that we define 
F(P) to be the jilter lattice of the partial semilattice P, ordered by reverse set 
inclusion. 
For simplifying the following proof, R. Wille observed that the condition (ME) 
can be expressed as: 
(ME’): there exists some X c [x) n M(L) 
A f>x, [A f-, n M(L) c & holds. 
such that for any f-,X with 
As compared with (ME), take X = X II M(L) and X = {r\p 1 f c k with 
AP#AX]. 
Theorem 1 [8]. Let L be a finite lattice. For P s L, the mapping z H [z) n P 
(z E L) is an isomorphism L+ F(P) onto the jilter lattice of the partial meet- 
semilattice P iff P 2 KA (L). 
Proof (for completeness). First assume that the mapping z H [z) rl P (z E L) is an 
isomorphism L* F(P). For m E M(L), m $ P would imply [m) fl P = [m*) n P, 
which contradicts injectivity, so that M(L) G P holds. Let x be meet-essential, 
and let (x, X) satisfy condition (ME’); assuming x 4 P, the set {p E P 1 p = 
A UP) l-l R)> is a filter of P, the meet of which is x, but does not contain x 
contradicting surjectivity; this proves KA (L) c P. Conversely, let us assume 
KA (L) c P E L. For any x E L, [x) fl P is a filter of P indeed, and M(L) E P 
implies [x) n P # [y) fl P (x # y E L), which proves the mapping ,Z H [z) n P 
(z EL) to be injective. Assume now that this mapping is not surjective onto 
F(P); then, there exists a filter X of P for which X c [A X) n P, and which is of 
minimal cardinality for this property; for any Y E X with A Y > x : = A X, [A Y) n 
X is a filter of P the meet of which is /\Y, since P contains M(L); then 
[A Y) nX = [A Y) fl P holds by minimality of X; hence, [A Y) n M(L) GX 
holds, which implies that (x, X fl M(L)) satisfy condition (ME’), and x is 
meet-essential; since KA (L) E P, this implies x E X, in contradiction with 
Xc[/jX)nP. Th us, z H [z) n P (z E L) is also surjective, and is an isomorph- 
ism by: zlGz2iff [zl)nPc[z2)nP. Cl 
As previously observed (see [S, ll]), the same kind of property can be 
expressed in the language of closure operators (in which setting, as kindly 
communicated by M. Wild, this is connected with some results of D. Maier: The 
Theory of Relational Data Bases, Computer Science Press, Rockville (1983). Due 
to the present paper aims, we will stick closely to a more latticial approach here. 
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Fig. 2. L arbitrary. 
A lattice is distributive iff it has no meet-essential element, and also iff it has 
neither M3 nor N5 sublattices (see [3, ch. I]). Therefore, it is no surprise that 
meet-essential elements imply such ‘obligatory’ sublattices. 
N,-M3 Lemma 2. Let (x, X, a) be a meet-essential triple in a lattice L, and let 
xl#xZEminX for which ~~~a~:=~{y~X/y~a}. Then, {x1,x2, a, a”} 
generates one of the following sublattices (see Fig. 2). 
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Proof. First, assume xi $ ax (see Sl to S4 in Fig. 2); by minimality of x1 in X, 
xi h a x =x holds; x1 E X implies a v x1 E X as X is an order filter, so that 
a vx,Sax; hence, {x,, a, ax} generates a sublattice isomorphic to Ns in L; 
x2Ca x implies x1 vx2~x1 vu; if x1 vx2<x1 vu, then aX>aX A(X, vxt)>x2 
(see cases N-S2 in Fig. 2); if x1 v x2 =x1 v a this gives the cases S3-S4. 
Second, assume x1 G ax; x2 = ux is impossible since x1 #x2 and x1 E min X; two 
cases remain, depending on x1 v x2 < ax or x1 v x2 = ux (see S5-S6). 0 
At the end of [8], we asked for ‘as local as possible’ a characterization of 
meet-essential elements of arbitrary lattices, having in mind to strengthen the 
N,-M, Lemma. That such a dream has been a bit hopeless is the content of the 
following obvious proposition. 
Proposition 3. Let L be a lattice; for any x E L \ (0) and any z $ L, the new lattice 
on L U {z} which is defined by L and the two couer relationships 0 + z -<x, has a 
meet-essential zero element. 
This gives a simple ‘free’ construction for exhibiting lattices the zeros of which 
are meet-essential, while local characterizations of meet-essential elements of 
arbitrary lattices seem out of reach. Using the scaffolding of Wille [15, $21, [16], 
we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 [8]. For a subdirect-product L E .Xi,,Li, the family of homomorph- 
isms aj: L+ L, (j E J) and their lower conjugate mapping ~j: Lj+ L (j E J) given 
by (UiXj := aj V Xl” (Xj E Lj), hold: 
M(L) =,l& &j"tLj) and EA (L) =,c;j iijE A (Lj). 
Let us observe that Theorem 4 shows the meet-core as a kind of ‘logarithmic 
extract’ of its lattice, in that respect which is a companion to the canonical 
incidence relation: (J(L), M(L), 6). 
2. Modular lattices 
In a modular lattice L, recall that for x E L and x+ : = /_/ {y E L 1 y t-x}, the 
interval [x, x+1:= {y E L 1 x my SX+} is geometric; L must be viewed as obtained 
by gluing together those intervals. 
M,, Lemma 5. Let L be a lattice and x E L; [x, x+] = M,, and n 2 3 implies that x is 
meet-essential in L. 
Proof. Let fix a * x, one of the upper cover of x, and let X : = [x) \ {a, x} ; X is an 
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order filter of L, indeed; suppose (x, X, a) is not a meet-essential triple; there 
must exist some distinct al, a2 E X for which a = a, A u2; aI, u2 2 x+ cannot hold 
both; say a, 3 x+, there exists x1 E min X with u1 >xl, so that x1 = a, A x+; a <a, 
and a + x+ implies a = a, A x+, which is a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 6 [8]. In a modular lattice L, an element x is meet-essential iff 
[x, x+] = M,, for some n 3 3; moreover, if L = .XiEJLi, where the Li (j E J) are the 
irredundun; subdirectly irreducible factors, we have then the disjoint union: 
KA (L) = IJj,z EjKA (Lj). 
Proof. First assertion sufficiency is a consequence of the M, Lemma. Conversely 
let (x, X, a) be a meet-essential triple; since L does not contain any N5 subluttice, 
in the N,-M, Lemma the cases Sl to S5 are impossible; the elements of minx 
together with x, u and ux form then a covering M,, sublattice. 
The second assertion is a direct consequence of Theorem 4 and of [3, ch. X, 
Th. 81 according to which every covering pair x + y in L is collapsed by a unique 
projection onto a Lj. 0 
Corollary 7 [9]. A geometric lattice G is such that the meet-essential elements 
consist in all the elements of corunk 2 iff G is in addition modular. 
Whenever L is geometric, the dual of Theorem 6 is just the classical 
characterization of projective geometry in terms of incidence between point and 
diagrams 
25 
cores 
Fig. 3. 
14 24 15 
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lines (see [3 p. 921). On the other hand, the semilattice presentations of modular 
lattices given in Kurrinoi [12], Faigle and Herrmann [lo], Benson and Conway [2] 
can be derived from Theorem 6 with an easy consideration. In particular, it is 
shown in [2] that the drawing of a modular lattice L can be summarized by a 
diagram of (J(L), C) to which are added dotted lines, which turn out to express 
the irredundant join-expressions in join-irreducible of join-essential elements (see 
Fig. 3). 
Now, modularity is a self dual concept, which should have some consequences 
here; thus for a modular lattice L it is well known that [J(L)1 = IM(L)I, that 
derives from the celebrated Dilworth’s Theorem according to which there are as 
many elements which cover k elements as many which are covered by k elements 
in L. Using the same argument as in Reuter’s elegant proof [14] we easily get the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 8. In a modular lattice L, [EA (L)I = IEv (L)l. 
3. Join-semimodular and geometric lattices 
Thus, lattice cores do have a geometric scent. It is therefore an inviting 
question to search the desired characterizations for geometric lattices. To this 
end, Lemma 2 has to be specialized. Let us denote by SD” the 7 element lattice 
which is obtained by erasing one atom in a Boolean lattice isomorphic to Z’(3). 
Lemma 9. Let L be a join-semimodular lattice in which (x, X, a) is a meet- 
essential triple. Then, min X element ranks are constant, and: 
(1) when ax E min X, there exists some b t-x such that {a, ax, b, bX} generates 
a sublattice SD” (with covering relations in Fig. 4), 
(2) when ax 4 min X, the set {a} U min X generates a sublattice isomorphic to 
A4 l+lminXI. 
bx 
b a 
X 
aXeminX 
ax 
bvxl 
& 
. . . 
z 
a minx 
x1 
X 
aXfminX 
Fig. 4. L V-semimodular. 
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Proof. (1) Let x1 E {minX}\{aX}; by N,-M, Lemma, {x1, ax, a, x} generates a 
N5 sublattice; by join-semimodularity, x 4 a implies x1 + x1 v a, and x1 +x would 
imply a + x1 v a which contradicts a < ux <xrvu. LetbE[x,xr]withbbx;then 
xi = bX and bX v ux = b v ux + ux hold (see Fig. 4); also, x, and ux have the 
same rank. 
(2) Let x1, x2 E min X be distinct and such that x1 < ax; suppose that x2 + ax; 
by reasoning as previously there exists some b +x such that {b, x2, ax, a} 
generates a sublattice isomorphic to SD”. b tx implies b v x1 +x1; b v x1 = ux 
would contradict x2 A ux = x; since x2#b VX~EX and b<x2A (b vx,)<x2, it 
follows x2 A (b v x1) E X, in contradiction with x2 E min X. Thus, x2 < ux also 
holds, which implies that {a, x1, x2} generates a M3 sublattice. Finally, {a} U 
min X generates a Ml+l,i,x, sublattice, which completes the proof. Cl 
Theorem 10. In u join-semimodular lattice L, an element x is meet-essential iff 
there exists un at least 2-element antichain Y c [x) such that y, A y, = x and 
y,, y2 + yl v y2 for all yl #y2 E Y, and moreover either: (1) for each b > x there is 
y E Y above b, or otherwise (2) y, v b = y2 v bV Y for all y, #y2 E Y and at least 
oneb+xwithb$Y. 
Proof. The necessity follows from the fact that, in the previous lemma, if some 
b F-X is such that bX $ min X, the second case applies, so that xl, x2 + xl v x2 = 
bX for all x1 #x2 E min X. Moreover, ux = bX for each a +x with ux not in 
min X. The sufficiency holds in any lattice: let X : = YT, C s X with A C > x, and 
choose x+bS/\C; we claim that C E [y) holds if b s y for some y E Y, else 
C E [V Y) holds. N amely, for each c E C there is some z E Y with z SC. In case 
(l), z=y or z+bvz ~yv.z+z holds, whence c>bvz=yvzzy. In case 
(2),z+VYandc>bvz=VY. Cl 
Remark. In particular, this gives an indirect proof of Theorem 6, since case (2) 
cannot apply in a modular lattice. Now, if these two cases may somehow seem 
technical, they are of much interest for geometric lattices being more inter- 
pretable then. Since any interval of a geometric lattice is itself geometric, for 
characterizing meet/joint-essential elements it will be enough to focus on the 0 
and l-element respectively. 
Let us say that xl, x2 in a geometric lattice G are parallel, if xl, x2 + x1 v x2 and 
x1 A x2 = 0, or if xl = x2. We directly get the following corollary. 
Corollary 11. In a geometric lattice G, 0 is meet-essential iff G is simple and 
satisfies (at least) one of the following conditions: 
(1) there exists a set of puirwise parallel elements {x,/i E Z} which defines a 
partition of the atoms: Ji :=J(G) n (xi] (i E Z), or 
(2) there exist two distinct parallel coutoms ml, m2 E M(L). 
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Fig. 5. Partition lattice P(4) 
Remark. In a simple geometric lattice G, 0 E G is meet-essential implies that 
there exists a proper order filter X c G such that X U (0) is a geometric 
01-sublattice of G. This has some resonance with Dilworth’s (lower) trunction 
(see [l p. 2981). 
The two points of Corollary 11 are not exclusive as it can be seen in the 
partition lattice P(4) ( see Fig. 5 and take X : = {r, s, t, 1)). Another nice example 
of geometric lattices for which 0 is meet-essential is given by the so-called weakly 
modular lattices G, for which [i) is modular (i E J(G)). In (lo), they have been 
used as minimal examples for which EA (G) # {x E G/corank(x) = 2). 
Corollary 12. Let P(n) be the partition lattice on a set with n elements (n 2 4); 
then, KA P(n)) = {p E P(n)/corank(P) = 1, 2, 3). 
Proof. First, observe that p E KA (P(n)) implies q E KA (P(n)) for any q E P(n) 
with corank(q) = corank(p), since [p) = [q) = P(corank(p) + 1). Let (p, X) be 
meet-essential in P(n), with n 3 4, and let x1 #x2 E min X; according to 
Corollary 11, xi, x2 + x1 v x2 holds; suppose that there exists some a t p such 
that a $x1 v x2; a is therefore collapsing two p-classes which are not contained in 
a x1 v x2-class, so that the map y my v a (y E [p, x1 v x2]) is an isomorphism by 
which [p, x1 v x2] = [a, a v x1 v x2] holds; this implies (xi v a) A (x2 v a) = a E X, 
a contradiction; by atomicity, this implies x1 v x2 = 1, and p is of corank 2 or 
3. 0 
Now, it is time to turn to the dual question: on which circumstances is the 
l-element join-essential, in a geometric lattice? 
Theorem 13. In a join-semimodular (resp. geometric) lattice L, 1 EL is join- 
essential iff there exists an at least 2-element proper subset M of its coatoms for 
which A44 U (1) is a join-semimodular (resp. geometric) 01-sublattice of L. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. Conversely, let (1, X, m) be a join-essential 
triple. We claim that x1 E max X implies x1 --( 1: suppose on the contrary that x1 is 
of a smaller rank; for x1 #x2 E max X and y2 Sx2 with y2 +-x1 A x2, x1 v yz # 1 
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Fig. 6. Dilworth’s extension. 
holds by join-semimodularity, so that x1 v yz E X holds, contradicting x1 E max X. 
Hence max X is such a subset of coatoms, and X U (1) is a covering 
sublattice. Cl 
If this characterization is far from local, in the geometric case there is a way of 
producing all kinds of join-essential elements. Dilworth [7] introduced an 
extension process for constructing some geometric lattices (see Fig. 6). Crapo [4] 
generalized this process in such a way that all geometric lattices can be obtained 
(see also [l p. 296]), and is called the single-element extension: choose a modular 
filter F c L (an order filter F for which x, y E F and x A y 4 x, y implies 
x A y E F), let F’ := F U {x E L x is covered by some f E F}, define a copy of 
L\ F’ in such a way that x v a + x x E L\ F’ - - * . An in-between process also 
characterizes join-essential elements: 
Proposition 14. In a geometric lattice G, 1 is join-essential iff G is obtained out of 
an arbitrary geometric lattice H by a family of single extension(s), which are 
defined by modular filters of which the intersection with H is {l}. 
Now, for a graph G = (V, E) ( un d irected, without multiple edges and loops), 
let Z’(G) be the geometric lattice of its polygones (see [l, ch. VI]). Since the 
associated closure operator on E relies just on the completion of circuits allowing 
no ‘one edge shortcut’, we easily get the following corollaries. 
Corollary 15. For a graph G, a polygone P E P(G) is join-essential iff it is a cycle. 
Corollary 16 [8]. Let X be a finite set; 8 E P(X) is join-essential in the partition 
lattice P(X) if (f3] = M3. 
4. Join/meet-distributives lattices 
These lattices have been introduced by Dilworth [6] in 1940 and have been 
rediscovered a dozen times. For a fairly comprehensive account of this long tale 
see Monjardet [13]. 
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In a lattice, recall that the intervals [y, U] and [v, x] are said to be transposed, 
denoted by [v, x]S[y, u], if v =x A y and u =x v y. A lattice L is said to be 
join-distributive if for each x E L\ (1) and x+ := V {x0 E L ( x0 +x} the interval 
[x, x+] is Boolean. 
Theorem 17 [6, 171 and [5, p. 531. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) L k a join-distributive lattice. 
(2) L ti join-semimodular and for any pair x + y there exists a unique 
meet-irreducible element m,,, E M(L) with [x, y] S [m,,y, mz,,,]. 
(3) L ti join-semimodular and has no M3 sublattice. 
(4) L is join-semimodular and satisfies the semidistributive law SD,,: a A b = 
a A c implies a A (b v c) = a A b. 
(5) Every element in L has a unique irredundant meet-expression in meet- 
irredundant elements. 
Theorem 18. In a join-distributive lattice L, x E L is meet-essential iff there exits 
an antichain Z such that the greater-than-relation establishes a l-l correspondence 
between the elements of Z and the atoms of [x), and that z v x+ = V Z for all 
z E z. 
Proof. Let (x, X) be meet-essential; by Theorem 17(4), there exists an antichain 
Y: = min X satisfying Theorem 10(l) condition. 
Claim 1: Let xi E Y, there exists a unique ai +x such that ai <xi = a:. 
Suppose on the contrary, for ai t-x (i = 1, 2, 3), that a? = a$# a; holds; by 
Theorem 10(l), {a3, af, a1, af} generates a SD” sublattice, so that [x, a, v 
aJS[ajY, at v a?], contradicting join-distributivity: namely, using 17(3), an easy 
induction on the length of [d, c] shows that a finite join-distributive lattice cannot 
contain elements a, b t d and e + c such that c A (a v b) = d and c v a = c v b = e. 
Claim 2: [Xi, Xi V X+] s [ai, X+] s 2 Iy’-’ holds , and rank[a,, xi] = rank[x+, x+ v 
ail- 
Let bI E [ai, xi] with bI + ai; since [aj, x+] is Boolean, SO is [b,, b, v x+1, by 
join-distributivity; the claim thus holds by induction upwards along a maximal 
chain of [ai, xi]. 
BY SD,, the elements of Y are the atoms of a Boolean sublattice. So, by 
semimodularity and condition 10(l), the rank of an interval [xi, V Y] is at most 
IYI - 1; hence xi v xf = VY with Claim 2. So let Z = Y. The converse follows 
directly from Theorem 10(l) (see Fig. 7). 0 
Remark. In this condition, {x} U Zt is a join-distributive sublattice of L, that 
may also be interpreted as some kind of a ‘lower truncation’. 
On the other hand, conditions (2) and (5) of Theorem 17 directly points out to 
the unique irredundant meet-expression of x, say x = A M,, so that (by using for 
instance [8, prop. 31) it is then easy to check whether x EEA (L) or not: for 
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Fig. 7. L join-distributive. 
join-distributive lattices, this ‘local’ question is thus settled without wandering 
[x) n (L) round, as in the general case (see [S]). 
Now, dually the meet-core of meet-semimodular lattices involves another tricky 
specialization of the N,-M, Lemma: 
Lemma 19. Let L be a meet-semimodular lattice in which (x, X, a) is a 
meet-essential triple, and let x1 Z x2 E min X for which x2 s ax. Then, x + x,, x2 
holds which implies that either 
(1) {x1, x2, a} generates a SD” subluttice, or 
(2) x is the zero of a M3 sublattice. 
Proof. That x+x1, x2, is the dual of Theorem 13. Excluding (l), let x1 v a = 
x2 v a. Choose y 2 a with y -t x1 v a to get a sublattice M3 consisting of x1 v x2, 
x1, x2, y A (x1 v x2) and x; otherwise choose y 2 a with y +x2 v a and choose 
z 3 x1 with z +x1 v x2 to get a sublattice M3 consisting of (x1 v x2) A (a v x2), x2, 
y A (x1 v x2), z A (a v x2) and x. Cl 
The corresponding N5-M3 Lemma cases are represented in Fig. 8. 
Proposition 20. In a meet-distributive lattice L, x E L meet-essential implies 
x = ml A m, for some m, #m, E M(L). 
Proof. According to condition (3) of Theorem 17, only (1) of Lemma 19 applies; 
let ml, m2E M(L)\[x,) be maximal such that m, axI and m, aa; thus rn: A 
rn: 3 x2 holds; suppose the equality fails; meet-semimodularity implies rn: A m,, 
m,hm,*+mfhm,*, which are moreover distinct, since ml A m,* E X, whereas 
m:hm,$X; {m~Am,,m,/rmf, x2} generates thus a forbidden M3 sublattice. 
Hence ml* A m,* = x2 and m, A m, =x hold. Cl 
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a 
x Va 
1 
x1 
a 
(S2) x 
X 
a 
ax 
(S5) x (56) x 
Fig. 8. L meet-semimodular. 
Proposition 20 helps for calculating a meet-distributive lattice core: the 
algorithm based on [8, prop. 31 can be used now, scanning only through the 
candidateset {m,~m~(m,#m~~M(L)}. 
Conclusion 
First, let us observe that the core characterizations are more satisfactory in the 
modular and join-distributive cases as compared with the semimodular and 
geometric ones. This is no surprise as the latter are more relaxed (think for 
instance of Dilworth’s Theorem on embeddings into geometric lattices). Notice 
also the great dissymmetry between the join/meet-semimodular cases. 
Second, organizing sub-objects of objects (in mathematics, psychology. . .) 
often leads to considering some lattice, in a natural way (whenever sub-object 
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intersections are sub-objects). Depending on circumstances, lattice, semilattice or 
closure operator languages may seem more practical, significant or efficient 
(understood and fashionable would be more depending on the surrounding). 
Despite our belief that the first is richer and more profound, as it voluntary 
handles the duality between the join/meet concepts (operations, irreducible 
elements, by now essential elements), a provisional statement may be put that 
way: when dealing with a finite lattice, it can be wise to make a choice and look at 
it ‘one way’, as a semilattice, in order to reach-even partially-the core of its 
‘veritable nature’. 
The reader missing a stronger conclusion is offered a wisdom word; “In former 
years, I believe that I should have tried to come to some kind of conclusion, but 
today it seems to me that conclusions which are reached by shear willpower are 
seldom satisfactory and of much less interest than the questions which they 
purpose to solve.” Jufien Green (Le langage et son double, ch. 7) 
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